
For mud effects simply

mix Perfect Plastic

Putty with a small

amount of water-

based paint and water

until a smooth paste

is achieved
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Then fill a Deluxe Materials Pin-Point Syringe and select an appropriate tip
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Scratch and dent repairs can be easily achieved using

Perfect Plastic Putty
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Weld seems, rivets and tunic buttons can be easily

created.  Find a suitable receptacle and mix some

Perfect Plastic Putty with a small amount of water to a

smooth paste. Fill a small syringe with the thinned

Perfect Plastic Putty and select an appropriate tip
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Apply the putty in a thin bead as required, and once

dry the putty can be filed for extra effects
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With a nozzle attached, apply the Perfect Plastic Putty

into the area to be filled
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Use a damp cloth or moist finger to wipe away any excess
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Clean away any putty from the panel lines with a

suitable implement such as a cocktail stick 
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P
erfect Plastic Putty is a new product from
Deluxe Materials, and is pure white, water-
soluble, quick drying and fills the finest of gaps.
For plastic modellers it sounds like a dream
product for filling fine gaps especially, in tight

areas, for repairing scratches, for simulating weld seams and
creating other surface details often missing on mouldings. It
can also be diluted with water and coloured to simulate
other effects. For fine scale work I have found that Perfect
Plastic Putty can be dispensed easily using Deluxe
Materials' Pin-Point Syringe kit.

This can then be applied to the model for where more direct mud is required, as on

or around the tracks and wheels. A splattered mud effect can be achieved by dipping

an old toothbrush or other stiff brush into the mixture and then running a thumb

along the bristles, so that the mixture is flicked onto the area required

perfect
Plastic Putty


